in early 1996, i was surprised by an angry phone call: an older woman called me without even introducing herself. she told me that she came in contact with "folk costumes" from her town 1 on a weekly basis and that all the members of the local folk group were awfully mad at me. the reason for their anger, which was also strongly expressed verbally, was a photograph i had published in the anniversary newsletter for the 25th traditional Costume and Clothing heritage days (Dnevi narodnih noš in oblačilne dediščine) in kamnik.
2 the woman concluded her tirade, peppered with offensive words and accompanied by a lecture on what really belonged to a traditional costume, with the following: "do you even know what a traditional costume is?" 1 i have withheld the name of the town on purpose.
2 translated as "days of national Costumes and Clothing heritage" on their website (http://www.cioff. org/events-festival.cfm/en/4400/slovenia-days_of_national_Costumes_and_Clothing_heritage_-_ kamnik, 15. 5. 2012) . this is a tourism and folklore event that has been taking place in kamnik since 1966. initially it only included a ceremonial folk-costume procession, but over the years it has increased in size and scope; this also influenced the various changes in the event's name. ritualism as a reFleCtion oF soCial transFormation and the researCher's (laCk oF) poWer marija klobčar i took the photograph in question at the 1994 kamnik traditional-costume festival. after the ceremonial procession, i took a photo of a girl riding a bike while wearing a traditional costume. 3 however, the reason for all the uproar was not because i had violated the privacy of the person in the photo. this would have been a perfectly understandable reason, even though we did not know much about privacy protection back then. What i was blamed for was the fact that i took a photo of a traditional costume at a moment when the wearer was not acting in line with people's notions about what a person wearing clothing that signified affiliation to a particular group should be doing.
i was even more hurt by this phone call because i was not responsible for the publication of this photo in the first place: it was published without my permission. i myself was unpleasantly surprised to see the photo in the newsletter because it was completely clear to me that it conveyed messages that differed completely from those the anniversary newsletter sought to convey and, most importantly, it was published without any commentary. as shown by the anonymous phone call, the discontent with its publication was completely justified. during the telephone conversation itself i was unable to get a word in edgewise to explain anything at all regarding the photograph and its publication. the woman that called needed no explanation because she had a clear idea of how people wearing traditional costumes and those observing or writing about them should behave. during this verbal attack that did not allow me to defend myself, the following thought struck me: only believers in the sanctity of traditional costumes can act this way. my violation was a violation of the sacredness of the traditional costume, against the ritual that people were only allowed to see in the form in which it has been presented to the audience in front of an invisible altar of history. the phone call was very offensive and it hurt my feelings, but at the same time it also gave me an extremely good idea of people's expectations concerning the ethnologist's role in folklore events. actually this viewpoint was fairly similar to one ten years before, which sought to include me in the event's preparations: the tourism society that organized the event that year needed an expert or an ethnologist to judge what belonged to traditional costumes and how people were supposed to behave when wearing a group-specific costume. because i was already beginning to study kamnik at the time, i did not refuse the work, but despite the organizers' expectations i maintained a dual attitude towards the event during the entire period of my observation. as an ethnologist, i followed the event as a modern phenomenon, but at the same time, in line with the organizers' request, i explained the meaning of using costumes in the past and present in special publications and in the 3 this was a "group-specific costume" (sln. pripadnostni kostum; knific 2008, 2010) ; that is, a cultural phenomenon that is difficult to name due to its social role. From the standpoint of its bearers, this is a "folk" or "traditional" costume. instead of using the term "folklore costume," which is currently in vogue, i prefer to use the term "traditional costume." the term "folklore" in this situation encompasses an evaluation of authenticity, which i prefer to avoid for the reasons discussed in this article. media (klobčar 1984, 1985, 1990, 1995) . an explanatory role was also played by a special exhibition that showed the attitude towards traditional costumes by analyzing the private collection of mara pucelj, who was among those that founded this event (klobčar 1992) . both the role of the observer and the role of the advisor or interpreter were interconnected: in my observations and interpretations of the events connected with Folk Costume days i could not exclude the ethnological view. nonetheless i retained a certain degree of selfcontrol in conveying these views: i knew that i could not express all of my observations in my reports. however, the observation itself could not have this self-control. regardless of the fact that the photo showing the girl on the bike was published without my knowledge, i took this photo on purpose-almost impulsively, because i did not have time to adjust the analogue camera, which is why the photo is not good quality. i was happy to see the girl riding a bike in a traditional costume because it very illustratively showed the other side of folklorism. it reflected an ethnologist's view and also relativized the view that the participants thought i was supposed to have as an expert advisor for this event.
the anonymous phone call thus forced me to thoroughly reflect on the matter, even though i had already been dealing with these issues for quite some time. by following the event and having spontaneous conversations with their organizers and participants, i gradually got to know why this event had become so popular in kamnik. after analyzing the meanings i had identified in the procession, i concluded my views on the event in the anniversary newsletter, in which the controversial photo was also published, in the following manner: "the kamnik traditional-costume procession is thus a special reflection of today's needs rather than the periods that ascribed individual meanings to the costumes. it is a reflection of the diversity of meanings it hides or reveals, and a special challenge to the relationship to one's own town. during traditional Costume days, life in kamnik is completely different: people walk around the town without hurrying, chat with one another as if they had never become alienated from each other, and feel that kamnik is their town. this is why during these days kamnik speaks not only in the language of costumes, but also in a language of streets and squares filled with life again and a relaxed atmosphere" (klobčar 1995: no page) .
however, the phone call by the representative of the kamnik procession participants had a different message: whoever reports about the event must feel the same thing as the participants. my photo thus violated their vision of the event's authenticity. despite the offensiveness of their call, i identified an image of internalized authenticity in the message: "the question of internalized authenticity-the authentic human experience, the exuberant search for the 'soul of the people,' as herder called it-is a much more complex temptation, an attractive, troubling series of attempts to pinpoint the ineffable" (bendix 1997: 7) . this raised the question of internalized images that can be so clear only because they reject any relativization. my violation was completely clear in this regard: i took a photo of an image that did not suit these people's idea of a "traditional costume." but nonetheless there was only one call. Can we thus talk about a general idea, or are there several? the traditional-Costume proCession in kamnik as an urban ritual and personal rehabilitation i have been identifying the complexity of images connected with group-specific costumes ever since i was first involved in the developments connected with the tourism folklore event called traditional Costume and Clothing heritage days. i was invited to take part in it by the closest colleague of the event's founder. even during my first meeting with the organizers i foresaw the dilemmas accompanying this kind of work: i arrived exactly when the members of the organizing board were arguing fervently about whether women were allowed to whoop during the procession or not. during my first closer contact with the event, this notable prejudice against whooping in particular made me have second thoughts about the deeper meanings and ideas of this event.
by getting to know the event itself, and the participants' desires and the visitors' reactions, i gradually formed my own idea of the motives for developing the event and the reasons for its preservation and increasing popularity. in an effort to feel what it meant "to be wearing a traditional costume," i put on a traditional costume myself on one of these occasions. my own experience of wearing a dress-a black costume-was very important: a traditional costume is namely not clothing, but a disguise. in this way i put on the power of the meanings that people ascribed to the clothing, and i became part of the ritual, someone else, part of a false identity-of history and its presentation. doing this, i was aware that this experience would nonetheless be mine and mine alone, like my view of their understanding of this phenomenon: "the sense we make is 'ours', and may or may not coincide with that intended by those whose behaviour it was" (Cohen 1995: 17; cf. geertz 1975: 5) .
Working with the principle members of the board and knowing that they felt that i was trying to get closer to them by wearing a traditional costume, i also began to discover the background the organizers did not reveal to the public. during a notably personal conversation i learned about the circumstances that led to the event itself.
one of the kamnik locals was behind the initiation of the event, 4 which at first was only a procession of participants wearing traditional costumes. he was among those that lost a considerable portion of their property for political reasons under communism after the war, and at the same time among those that experienced great distress during the postwar political changes. the townspeople did not know the reasons for his personal trauma, which was also visible on the outside; only his closest colleague did. she had experienced similar pressures and joined him in the initiative to organize the kamnik traditional-costume festival.
5 the people promoting the event were supported by their colleagues with similar experiences.
the idea of holding this event was thus a way of reaffirming its initiators among the townspeople and a way for them to seek personal peace; at the same time, the event also reflected broader social needs. externally, these needs expressed the efforts made by the kamnik tourism association; this was therefore a tourism folklore event that was intended to attract as many people as possible to kamnik and outwardly promote it and construct their local identity. at the personal level, these needs were different: the idea of "the people of kamnik taking their original traditional costumes from their chests and showing them to the town," which the organizers presented to me during our conversations as the initiative for the event (klobčar 1990: 18) , had a wider social background and extremely personal features. many other townspeople had also experienced such humiliation, which often had a political connotation.
thus on traditional Costume day 6 the upper-class townspeople walked proudly through the town again wearing the old dresses and suits in which they had displayed their ethnic and bourgeois consciousness before the second World War. they were joined by people from other towns, some wearing their group-specific costumes, and folkdance groups. For a while, the age of the traditional costumes or the quality of old inherited traditional costumes reestablished the hierarchy that the townspeople were used to before the second World War. it symbolically evaluated the social powers that had lost their status during the political upheaval. the demands for authenticity of clothes were thus not merely demands that related to the group-specific costumes alone, even though they relied on the prewar efforts "for the most authentic traditional costume possible." 7 at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, at the time when they began expressing their ethnic identity by wearing traditional costumes, upper-class townspeople bought well-preserved and richly decorated traditional costumes from the farmers in the countryside. the folk-costume procession was thus primarily an event for the urban upper class. even though it was part of efforts to revive tourism in the town, which was increasingly losing long-stay tourism due to new tourism trends, it was nonetheless also an event for the urban upper class: intentionally or unintentionally, it was used to replace the ceremonies they had lost due to the political changes after the second World War. this included events that emphasized slovenian identity and included "slovenian ladies" wearing traditional costumes in order to promote the urban upper class. in addition, they replaced the church processions in which some people had worn their costumes. because of this, even the processions before the war, especially the ones for Corpus Christi, already included features of folklorism. the traditional-costume procession, which from today's perspective may look like an invented tradition (hobsbawm 1983) , fulfilled the need for continuity and a safe affiliation with ethnic identity.
the ban on processions in the town did away with two things: not only the event as a manifestation, but also any expression of religious affiliation; at the same time it also did away with a form of self-promotion by the urban upper class. the role of traditionalcostume festival as an unconscious substitute for the processions has decisively shaped the initial image of the event. ritualism was present in the very behavior of participants, especially women, who not only had to act decorously but also with dignity. the demands for authenticity were thus connected with the function of group-specific costumes before the second World War. this was precisely what gave the traditional-costume procession as a folklore event a ritual dimension at its very beginning, even though they did not know or accept this role.
however, ritualism was connected not only with taking part in bourgeois processions before the second World War, but also with modern developments. even the festive depiction of the past in the procession gave a greater importance to this event. the similarity Figure 1 . the demands to determine authenticity expressed by the promoters of the kamnik event traditional Costume and Clothing heritage days were shaped by the neo-romantic school of ethnography during the interwar period. (traditional Costume Certificate, 1927, awarded in ljubljana to a townswoman of kamnik; original property of mara pucelj, kamnik.) with the church ceremonies, which were usually also livened up by traditional costumes, only complemented the ceremonial and ritual character of the event. at the same time, the procession represented a politically appropriate form of relying on the traditional values for everyone that denied their religious affiliation for various reasons after the second World War: it was an extremely suitable ritual substitute. in addition, it also replaced the modern political manifestations that did not find a suitable response among the people, such as, for example, the manifestative revival of the partisan tradition. this aspect became more evident after the hunters joined the procession in their hunting clothes: the hunters' association also included many adherents to the regime.
the kamnik traditional-costume festival also had strong political support: traditional Costume days brought together political and economic motives or, in other words, features of the east and West (cf. poljak istenič 2011). this therefore involved politically supported ritualism that suited both the system's political adherents and its opponents. it also offered both an opportunity to personally escape reality and, along with this, personal therapy.
despite all the hidden meanings that gave the procession a ritual aspect, traditionalcostume festival was primarily a tourism-folklore event on the outside, seeking to preserve the authenticity of heritage. at the beginning, it also sought to promote its evaluation of authenticity by organizing a competition for the best traditional costume. this very competition reflected both the expectations of the organizers, who hired advisors from the ljubljana institute of ethnomusicology, and the ideas of the participants. the ideas of both differed to the extent that later on the competition was no longer held. after the presentation of the awards, one of the disappointed participants went up the jury members and said "Fuck you! You gave the award to some old costume, but ours are really beautiful and brand new!" 8 the event as a Form oF publiC entertainment: the ritualism oF a World turned upside doWn at the very beginning, the traditional-costume procession was joined by organized groups and people from nearby places, and their numbers increased strongly over the years. the local kamniška bistrica Folkdance group played an important role in the event because in its own way it raised questions of originality and authenticity, the esthetics of presentation, the relations between traditional and modern values, the freedom of the creative self, and so on (cf. Ceribašić 2003) . From the 1960s onwards, increasingly more people could afford to buy traditional costumes due to improved living standards and, at the same time, with urbanization personal initiatives gained increasingly more dimensions. moving to town created new needs to replace what people had lost when they moved to town, and the event 8 information provided by the participating ethnochoreologist mirko ramovš. marija klobčar, ritualism as a reFleCtion oF soCial transFormation and the researCher's ...
itself was increasingly gaining the character of a party. it was also supported by an increasing number of musicians participating in the procession and the inclusion of musicians' societies. increasingly more organized folkdance groups participated at the event. during communism, groups from abroad created a cosmopolitan impression and groups from other Yugoslav republics highlighted the politically supported formation of links between the Yugoslav peoples. the increasing participation by groups from various slovenian regions illustrated the diversity and richness of slovenian heritage. the inclusion of all these groups highlighted the folklore and tourism aspect of the event: because these involved dance groups, those in the procession generally did not feel it to be a dignified experience.
the procession was soon joined by other group-specific costumes, among which the shepherds from the velika planina mountain pasture stood out the most. the inclusion of individuals that people knew as folk comedians greatly changed the event's orientation: the shepherd kati turk, who also wrote folksongs, performed at the event with her humorous tales. her presence in the procession thus created a festive atmosphere. in the 1980s, the procession also included a symbolic presentation of old farm chores. it was primarily dedicated to those that had moved to town and were nostalgic for rural life.
livening up the procession by including entertaining pieces and various images of life and work distant from urbanization caused the event to move away from its former serious ritual image. at the same time, the procession provided an opportunity for the self-promotion of every individual, not just the urban upper class. For many participants, participating in the procession represented the only opportunity to be ever noticed, in which the costume also changed esthetic norms: women whose figures did not meet modern esthetic criteria were the finest examples of traditional-costume wearers in the procession. doing various chores on the carts introduced humorous images of everyday life to the procession and triggered comments among the spectators; there was increasing communication among the participants as well as between the participants and the spectators, and the event was gaining an increasingly festive character. Communication between the participants wearing costumes and the spectators also increased. at the same time, the festival continued to grow and efforts to make a greater profit opened the door to sales at market stands. the procession was only part of the events taking place, which had a much more relaxed character in costumes than it would have otherwise had. thus the procession morphed into a kind of world turned upside down (cf. Fikfak 2005): by wearing costumes, people allowed themselves to do what they would not otherwise, such as whooping by women. traditional Costume days thus began replacing the use of costumes: for adults before the second World War these represented an important means of expressing themselves, and after the war this was mainly intended for children. Wearing costumes was part of carnival processions. through this, the procession started acquiring completely different ritual features. the demands to ensure authenticity felt by the event's organizers thus gained new justifications. i was also included in the event myself as part of these efforts. as already described, i agreed to take part in this, especially in the interpretative sense: by no means could i take on the role of a judge deciding who could participate in the procession and who could not, nor on how they should behave in the procession. upon closer contact with people, i soon changed my initial critical attitude towards this topic, which reflected the position of ethnological studies (Ftičar 1984) . i thus chose not to get involved in the discussion at the time about women whooping during the procession: i became increasingly aware that the event would express whatever people felt. i performed my role primarily by interpreting the event; by doing this i wanted to draw attention to the fact that the procession not only promoted the image of the rural culture, but also the urban culture and the image about it by reviving what had already been revived, in which people manifested themselves.
doing this, i came to realize that the strong desire for authenticity was typical of people that had already been included in the evaluation of "true" traditional costumes before the second World War. the certificates for authentic traditional costumes awarded at events promoting authentic traditional costumes also served this purpose. 9 these were also people that could not accept any behavioral changes in the procession; this mainly involved changes in women's behavior that some of the women participating could not accept.
the demands for establishing and ensuring authenticity thus came from the ranks of the very participants or organizers-that is, the ranks of those that wore traditional costumes, which problematizes today's view on the relationship between an ethnologist and the participants or designers of tourism folklore events: "the researchers that have examined folklorism have found it difficult to avoid evaluating it; and only rarely has it been judged from the perspective of its performers. most often, researchers have been critical toward the phenomenon; they most highly valued the examples of folklorism that were most similar to the assumed 'original,' or whose reconstruction was the most 'professional.' it is evident that they assumed the a priori position of connoisseurs of the original, indigenous cultural phenomenon or its 'proper form'; ethnology, or its appropriately educated and trained mediators, became the obligatory authority for 'proper,' 'professional' reconstruction and interpretation of these phenomena or acted as the necessary authority for appropriate scholarly reconstruction and interpretation of these phenomena" (poljak istenič 2011: 75) . the lesson provided by the anonymous phone call had a completely different message. the event as a living museum: the ritualism oF presenting Clothing heritage introducing a relaxed atmosphere to the procession, market stands, and performances by pop-folk groups, which complemented the program when the event expanded to several days, moved the event away from its founders' initial plans. in the 1980s, the procession included a group of majorettes from ljubljana, who performed in short skirts and coordinated their performance with music played by a group of musicians. the inclusion of the majorettes, who were soon replaced by a local group, strongly divided public opinion. some people thought their performance was extremely offensive because they believed it completely devalued the procession; others thought the majorettes were an appropriate addition to the event.
With the political thaw that preceded slovenia's independence, some of the initial motives for holding the event disappeared. the urban upper class regained social power and the ideological pressures loosened up, which soon resulted in permission to hold the procession in town. under the new social circumstances, the commercial aspect of traditional Costume days became increasingly important, which moved the event away from the initial ideas of its organizers and numerous participants. sharp criticism appeared in the local newsletter, aimed primarily at the market stands. For example, a 1988 review titled "traditional Costume days or a gypsy Fair" read as follows: "the magnificent sunday procession featuring hundreds of traditional costumes, ingeniously decorated carts, and accordion players really cannot compensate for all the dissatisfaction caused by intrusive peddlers." the following year they even criticized the event's name along these lines-"Folk Costume day or Folk misery day"-claiming the following: "this is how we could name the event that embarrassed the people of kamnik from 8 to 10 september. there were truly many traditional costumes in sunday's procession" (hieng 1995: no page) . the finding that "there were truly many traditional costumes" became the main criterion of this event. the procession was turning into an extremely colorful parade in which individuals' various motives for participation stood out in various ways. in addition to the motives that were clear in previous decades and which are continuously joined by new entertaining scenes, new impulses have sprung up. social polarization added the aspect of a conservative political component to the locally organized traditional costumes: the traditional-costume societies, which usually liven up the church ceremonies in their local area, also supervise the authenticity as they perceive it, and the level of dignity in their performances, including those at the kamnik event. their performances often display the very ritual dignity that could be seen at this event at the very beginning.
the organizers or members of the association of Cultural organizations and the public Fund for Cultural activities began complementing this event with exhibitions explaining and reconstructing various images of past clothing culture, and at the public Fund's initiative and under its professional supervision; part of the procession features reconstructions of traditional costumes that did not gain the status of group-specific costumes in the ethnic self-awareness process. this part of the procession functions as a living museum and thus primarily has an educational role; it is separated from the rest of the procession, commented on by a moderator on the stage.
however, the separation of the professionally prepared educational part from the rest of the procession, in which original kamnik traditional costumes play a special role, is not the only indication of all the variety in the procession. the participants in traditional Costume days differ greatly in the way they experience their performances: some of them are very serious and still experience the procession as a ritual, some have fun like in a Carnival procession, and some experience it as a historical show. the seemingly uniform group of traditional costumes is thus an extremely heterogeneous community with all elements of the urban character (Cohen 1995: 24-26) .
however, the diversity of meanings characterizes not only the participants of the procession, but also its spectators. some see the images of living national history in everything that is presented, some understand it as a street party or a village festival, and some consider it an extremely pleasant and colorful experience. With some, this involves bringing back memories of their childhood and their singing together, some regard it as an opportunity to buy things at the market stands, which are part of the event, and some use it as an escape from everyday life and problems-or, as one of the visitors told me at this year's event: "You know why i'm here? because i've been at an impasse with my wife for the last thirty years!" ConClusion as suggested by the conversations i had with the participants in traditional Costume and Clothing heritage days, and my observation of the event, the ideas of group-specific costumes differ greatly, as do the ways of implementing these ideas. the participants share different opinions about one another, in which their views differ the most regarding the authenticity of the original. When i was condemned for taking the photo of the girl riding a bike in a traditional costume, this also condemned the girl that sat on a bike and rode along the street for fun. her sin was the fact that she was no longer part of ritually staged history: people saw her the way she really was-that is, capable of relativizing her role in a humorous way, rather than being part of history, in which the current context cannot be seen.
the role of researchers in folklorism has long been relativized, in which their a priori position is primarily problematized (bendix 1997; poljak istenič 2011). researchers should thus step down to the same level as the informants, or as johannsen puts it, "it is a postmodernist dictum that ethnographers should place themselves on an equal footing with informants. in order to achieve that goal, it is necessary to disperse authority, to establish a dialogue, to let the 'natives'' voices be heard" (johannsen 2001: 346) .
in this regard, kamnik traditional Costume days bring up a very interesting issue. the informants (i.e., the participants, advisors, and spectators) experience the event and its cultural phenomena very differently or at different levels. these discrepancies also (or primarily) include the views on the event's authenticity. the informants' opinions are thus extremely different, so one cannot talk about a simple relation between the researchers and the participants, but the interconnection of these relations and different relationships between the researchers and participants that have different opinions. there are different reasons for participating in the traditional-costume procession connected with the attitude to presenting heritage; similarly, there are also different evaluations of the role and work of researchers. For example, the organizers and many participants expect ethnologists to professionally evaluate how close both the clothes and singing or playing gets to the ideal; they want them to evaluate whether their shoes match their clothes and whether their kerchiefs are tied properly, some ask them for specialized literature and the pattern, so that they can make their own costumes, and so on. others do not need their evaluation or think it is not necessary; they are happy with the colorful character of the event and a suitable degree of entertainment. the researchers' presence bothers some because they feel they can make their own assessments, whereas others do not need the view of the other because for them the event is a form of relaxation, in which observers and their cameras are nothing but a nuisance. the informants (the participants and the spectators) thus experience the event and the researcher's role at different levels. but what level should the ethnologist descend to in order to be equal to the informants? as can be seen from the example of the kamnik event, the participants or the informants themselves mostly ensure that their ideas are properly implemented. in this regard, the most important role is primarily played by those participants to whom traditional costumes and wearing them means a great deal either because of their family tradition connected with various reasons for wearing group-specific costumes, or because they could only afford to buy a new costume with great difficulty. special meanings are also reflected by wearing costumes, which has acquired a ritual aspect for many people. especially because of this ritual character, which creates the untouchable from tradition by adding special meanings, they can assume the moral right to judge those that observe them inappropriately in this role.
sometimes the informants provide the researcher an opportunity to come close to them in the field for other reasons as well. For example, when i was recording the singing groups at this year's "upper Carniolan Festival of singers of Folk songs and musicians playing Folk tunes," as it is referred to in slovenian (and which is part of traditional Costume and Clothing heritage days), my attention was caught by a middle-aged man that kept singing along with the performing singers. While i was recording the singing, he told me about his childhood and how he used to clean the train cars at the kamnik railway station with his mother as a child using a carbide lamp and singing to keep from feeling afraid. the songs performed on the stage reminded him of his childhood and he could not care less whether this was an event or spontaneous singing; so sang along spontaneously with the singers on stage and supplemented his singing with comments. he apparently felt he could confide in me during our conversation and, when i moved closer to the stage to make a better recording of the singers, he came by and in a somewhat lower voice said something that waitresses often hear from their tipsy guests. the formality of the event was the least of his concerns. dr. marija klobčar, višja znanstvena sodelavka, glasbenonarodopisni inštitut zrC sazu, novi trg 2, 1000 ljubljana, mklobcar@zrc-sazu.si
